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Marshall Electronics Releases Two Wireless HDMI Monitor Systems
Marshall’s wireless systems work with virtually any HDMI monitor to allow camera operators total freedom of
movement while the director views the action on a stationary monitor.
El Segundo, CA (February 24, 2014) ‐ Marshall Electronics' new Professional Wireless Video Production Systems offer
new cutting‐edge video technology for remote video monitoring. Two transmitter options are available, either a
camera‐powered stick transmitter or an AC/DC powered brick transmitter. The receivers are battery‐powered,
wireless and can be worn on a belt.
With the Professional Wireless Video Production Systems, uncompressed video and audio are transmitted wirelessly
with less than a 1 millisecond delay. The director can view video feed in nearly real time from a stationary location on
the set. The videographer is free to move about to capture the desired shots.
The available systems are:
WP‐1X includes the V‐MHT‐B battery powered brick
transmitter and a receiver. This power unitized
transmitter can rest on a table top, mount to camera
shoes and studs or can operate as a belt pack. The V‐
WHT‐B transmitter and V‐WHR receiver are designed to
use the Marshall universal battery adapter plate. This
allows each system to be conveniently configured to use
the same batteries that the camcorder or DSLR use.
WP‐2X includes V‐WHT‐A stick transmitter and a receiver.
The camera powered V‐WHT‐A "stick" transmitter
connects directly to the camcorder HDMI port and can
also be cabled to any convenient mounting point on your
rig as needed.
Three receiver options are available: V‐VMR V‐Mount Battery Receiver, V‐ABR Anton‐Bauer Battery Receiver, and V‐
WHR Stand Alone WHDI Receiver. In addition, Marshall has developed a battery plate that can accommodate Canon
LPE6, Nikon EL3, Sony NPF970, and Panasonic VBG6 batteries.
Each transmitter has an HDMI 1.3 interface, up to a 30‐meter range and supports video resolutions up to 1080p60.
The systems offer excellent through‐wall performance.
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Battery powered transmitters and receivers can be easily configured to operate with snap‐on camera battery mounts
supporting many brands.
The Marshall Professional Wireless Video Production Systems are available now. The systems will be on display at
NAB booth # C6019.
About Marshall Electronics
Marshall Electronics Inc. is a privately owned American company with four distinct operating units: Professional
Audio, Cable/Connector, Optical Systems, and Broadcast/Multimedia Division. Marshall specializes in the
development, manufacturing and distribution of high tech electronic products used in a wide range of professional
applications. The Broadcast Division of Marshall Electronics supplies high quality LCD monitors, IP security cameras
and servers, distribution, and conversion solutions for broadcasters around the world. Visit www.lcdracks.com for
Marshall’s full line of Broadcast products.
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